ABSTRACT Motivation: Homology search finds similar segments between two biological sequences, such as DNA or protein sequences. The introduction of optimal spaced seeds in PatternHunter, (Ma et al., 2002) , has increased both the sensitivity and the speed of homology search and it has been adopted by many alignment programs such as BLAST. With the further improvement provided by multiple spaced seeds in PatternHunterII, , Smith-Waterman sensitivity is approached at BLASTn speed. However, computing optimal multiple spaced seeds was proved to be NP-hard and current heuristic algorithms are all very slow (exponential). Results: We give a simple algorithm which computes good multiple seeds in polynomial time. Due to a completely different approach, the difference with respect to the previous methods is dramatic. The multiple spaced seed of PatternHunterII, with 16 weight 11 seeds, , was computed in 12 days. It takes us 17 seconds to find a better one. Our approach changes the way of looking at multiple spaced seeds.
INTRODUCTION
Homology search finds similar segments between two biological sequences, such as DNA or protein sequences. A significant fraction of computing power in the world is dedicated to performing such tasks. The increase in genomic data is quickly outgrowing computer advances and hence better mathematical solutions are required. As the classical dynamic programming techniques of (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Smith and Waterman, 1981 ) became overwhelmed by the task, popular programs such as FASTA (Lipman and Pearson, 1985) and BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990 ) used heuristic algorithms. BLAST used a filtration technique in which positions with short consecutive matches, or hits, were identified first and then extended into local alignments. Speed was traded for sensitivity since longer initial matches missed many local alignments, hence decreasing sensitivity, whereas short initial matches produced too many hits, thus decreasing speed.
A breakthrough came with PatternHunter (Ma et al., 2002) where the hits were no longer required to consist of consecutive matches. More precisely, PatternHunter looks for runs of 18 consecutive nucleotides in each sequence such that only those specified by 1's in the string 111 * 1 ** 1 * 1 ** 11 * 111 are required to match. Such a string is called a spaced seed and the number of 1's in it is its weight. Using this notion, BLAST required a hit according to a consecutive seed such as 11111111111.
The filtration principle has been used before in approximate string matching (Karp and Rabin, 1987; Pevzner and Waterman, 1995; Burkhardt and Kärkäinen, 2001 ) but the important novelty of PatternHunter was the use of optimal spaced seeds, that is, spaced seeds that have optimal sensitivity. Impressively, the approach of PatternHunter increases both the speed and sensitivity. The idea has been adopted since by the new versions of BLAST, MegaBLAST, BLASTZ, and other software programs (Brejova et al., 2004; Noé and Kucherov, 2005; Kisman et al., 2005) .
As noticed in (Ma et al., 2002) , multiple spaced seeds-sets of seeds that hit whenever one of the components does so-are better, and with their introduction in PatternHunterII, , Smith-Waterman sensitivity (Smith and Waterman, 1981) is approached whereas the speed is that of BLASTn.
Quite a few papers have been written about spaced seeds, evaluating the advantages of spaced seeds over consecutive ones (Buhler et al., 2003; Keich et al., 2004; Li et al., 2006) , showing that the relevant computational problems are NPhard (Li et al., , 2006 , giving exact (exponential) algorithms for computing sensitivity (Buhler et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004; Keich et al., 2004; , polynomial time approximation schemes (Li et al., 2006) or heuristic algorithms Yang. et al., 2004; Preparata et al., 2005; Ilie and Ilie, 2007; Kong, 2007) , adapting the seeds for more specific biological tasks (Brejova et al., 2004; Kucherov et al., 2004; Sun and Buhler, 2004; Noé and Kucherov, 2005) , or building models to understand the mechanism that makes spaced seeds powerful (Buhler et al., 2003; Sun and Buhler, 2004; Preparata et al., 2005) .
Finding optimal (multiple) spaced seeds is NP-hard but even finding good ones is very difficult. Exhaustive search involves two exponential-time steps: (i) there are exponentially many seeds to be tried and (ii) computing the sensitivity of each takes exponential time as well. Several approaches (Buhler et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004; Keich et al., 2004) tried to deal with the latter exponential by approximating the sensitivity. For the former, the number of seeds to be considered has been reduced by various heuristics Yang. et al., 2004; Preparata et al., 2005; Kong, 2007) but it remained exponential.
The approach here is based on the overlaps between the hits of a multiple seed. A new measure, overlap complexity, is introduced and shown to be experimentally well correlated with sensitivity. Since the new measure is computable in (low) polynomial time, we shall use overlap complexity instead of sensitivity and this takes care of the exponential in (ii). A similar approach has been introduced in (Ilie and Ilie, 2007) for single seeds. Also, (Yang. et al., 2004; Kong, 2007) contain some other measures well correlated with sensitivity for multiple seeds. However, we take care also of the exponential at (i), that is, the exponential number of candidate seeds. We give a simple algorithm which improves quickly the overlap complexity of an initial multiple seed, thus providing a good multiple seed in polynomial time.
We provide some results showing the good correlation between overlap complexity and sensitivity for single seeds. Our polynomialtime algorithm produces single seeds of sensitivity very close to optimal.Forthemultipleseedcasesuchcomparisoncannotbemade since no optimal multiple seeds are known. We shall compare our multiple seeds with previous ones and show them to have better sensitivity while our algorithm is much faster. The most important test is to compare against the multiple seed implemented in PatternHunterII, which contains 16 weight 11 seeds. While it took 12 days to compute this multiple seed, we obtain a better multiple seed in 17 seconds. The dramatic improvement is due to a completely different approach. As discussed in the last section, our approach allows looking at multiple seeds in a totally different way.
A number of problems remain to be investigated such as proving guarantees about the correlation between overlap complexity and sensitivity, approximation ratio and exact running time of our heuristic algorithm for approximating the overlap complexity. However, such problems may be mostly of theoretical interest as in practice our algorithms produce very good multiple seeds in very short time.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section formally introduces multiple spaced seed and all concepts needed later. Our new measure is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 shows good correlation between overlap complexity and sensitivity. Our polynomial-time algorithm for computing good multiple seeds is given in Section 5. In Section 6 we compute better seeds than all previous ones. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section 7. More seeds whose sensitivity is discussed in the text are provided in the Appendix.
Thecontentofthepapercanbereadinseveralways,according tothegoalofthereader.First,wecomputedanumberofmultiplespacedseedsthatarereadytobeused.Nounderstandingofour algorithmisnecessaryforthatpurpose.Second,ouralgorithmis simpleandexplainedindetailforthereaderinterestedinproducing amoreefficientimplementationand/ormodifyingthealgorithmin ordertosolvedifferentproblems,suchascomputingmorespecializedseeds.Finally,weprovideexplanationoftheintuitiveideas behindouralgorithminordertoprovidetheinterestedreaderwith in-depthunderstandingofourapproach.
SPACED SEEDS
We start with some basic definitions. An alphabet is a finite nonempty set, denoted by A. The set of finite strings over A is denoted by A * . For a string x ∈ A * , the length of x is denoted by |x|. For 1 ≤ i ≤ |x|, the ith letter of x is denoted by x[i]. If u = xy, for some x, y ∈ A * , then x (y, resp.) is called a prefix (suffix, resp.) of u. For two strings u and v, an overlap between u and v is any string that is both a suffix of u and a prefix of v.
A spaced seed is any 1 string over the alphabet {1, * }; 1 stands for a 'match' and * for a 'don't care' position. For a seed s, the length of s is ℓ = |s| and the weight, w, of s is the number of 1's in s. A multiple spaced seed S is any finite nonempty set of spaced seeds.
1 From biological point of view only strings starting and ending with 1 are spaced seeds. The seeds we shall eventually compute satisfy this condition. DNA seq. S1
A However,inordertobeabletocomparespacedseedsandultimatelycomputegoodones,weneedaprecisemathematicalsetting. Theaboveprocesswillthereforebereformulatedasfollows,see Maetal. (2002); Keichetal.(2004) .AssumetherearetwoDNA sequences S 1 and S 2 suchthattheeventsthattheyareidenticalatanygivenpositionarejointlyindependentandeachevent isofprobability p,calledthesimilaritylevel.Thesequenceof equalities/inequalitiesbetweenthetwoDNAsequencestranslates thenintoasequence R of1's(correspondingtomatches)and0's (correspondingtomismatches)thatappearwithprobability p and 1 −← p,respectively.Therefore,givenan(infinite)Bernoullirandom sequence R andaseed s,wesaythat s hits R (ending)atposition k ifaligningtheendof s withposition k of R causesall1'sin s to alignwith1'sin R;seeFig.1.
Wearenowinthepositiontogivearigurousdefinitionforsensitivityofaspacedseed.Thesensitivityofaseed s istheprobability that s hits R atorbeforeposition n;seeMaetal. (2002) Amultiplespacedseedhitsasequence R ifandonlyifoneofits seedshits R.Thesensitivityofamultiplespacedseed S isdefined similarly,thatis,theprobabilitythatatleastoneseedof S hits R at orbeforeposition n.
In the light of the tradeoff between search speed and sensitivity, it makes sense to consider only multiple seeds in which all seeds have the same weight (they may have different lengths). hit of good seed 1 1 1 * 1 * * 1 * 1 * * 1 1 * 1 1 1 local alignment 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1st hit of bad seed 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 2nd hit of bad seed 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 3rd hit of bad seed 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 Fig.2 .Anexampleshowingtheintuitionbehindoverlapcomplexity;alocal alignmentisdetectedbyonehitofagoodseedwhereasabadseed"wastes" threehitstodetectthesamealignment.
OVERLAP COMPLEXITY
Therefore, the sensitivity of a seed is inversely proportional with the number of overlapping hits, since the expected number of hits isthesame.Thus,goodseedsshouldhavealownumberofoverlapping hits. The definite proof that (non-uniformly) spaced seeds are better than consecutive seeds, due to (Li et al., 2006) , involves estimating the expected number of non-overlapping hits. However, computing this number in general is as difficult as computing sensitivity. Therefore, we look here for simpler ways to detect low numbers of overlapping hits.
We shall define a measure that is independent of the similarity level p. Consider two seeds s1 and s2 and denote by σ[i] the number of pairs of 1's aligned together when a copy of s2 shifted by i positions is aligned against s1. The shift i takes values from 1 − |s2| to |s1| − 1, where a negative shift means s2 starts first. Precisely, if we denote
The overlap complexity for two seeds is defined as
An example is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the measure is symmetric, that is, OC(s1, s2) = OC(s2, s1), for any seeds s1 and s2. Thedefinitionoftheoverlapcomplexitydeservesafewcomments.Notethatthe"importance"(weshouldsay"weight"butthat wouldbeconfusedwiththeweightoftheseeds)ofthenumberof pairsof1'salignedtogetherforeachshiftdoubleswitheachpair of1's.Whilethismaylookasareasonablynaturaldefinition,there isagoodintuitivereasonbehindit.Forashift i,denoteby σ
* * * 1 1 * * 1 * 1 * * * 1 * 1 1 * * * * * * * * * −3 1 * 1 * 1 1 * * * * * * * * −2 2 * * 1 * 1 1 * * * * * * * −1 1 * * * 1 * 1 1 * * * * * * 0 1 * * * * 1 * 1 1 * * * * * 1 2 * * * * * 1 * 1 1 * * * * 2 1 * * * * * * 1 * 1 1 * * * 3 1 * * * * * * * 1 * 1 1 * * 4 2 * * * * * * * * 1 * 1 1 * 5 0 * * * * * * * * * 1 * 1 1 6 1 Fig. 3 . An example of the overlap complexity of two seeds: OC(11 ** 1 * 1, 1 * 11) =
pairsof * 'salignedtogether.Forourexample,thesearraysaregiven below:
.Since c isconstant,thisisproportionalwith 2
whichgivesourdefinitionofoverlapcomplexity. Itisimportanttomentionthatthefreedomtoconvenientlychoose thevalue p = 0.5 isduetothefactthat,eveniftheoptimalseedmay changewith p (seeTable1below),thesensitivitychangesverylittle.
For a multiple seed S = {s1, s2, . . . , s k }, the overlap complexity isdefinedby:
Note that the overlap complexity is invariant with respect to the order of the seeds and reversal (assuming all seeds are reversed simultaneously). This is expected of any measure well correlated with sensitivity.
SENSITIVITY OF LOW-OVERLAP SEEDS
Weshowherethattheoverlapcomplexityis,experimentally,well correlatedwithsensitivityforsingleseeds.WeconsiderinTable1 thetopsensitivityseedsof(Choietal.,2004)(thatis,seedswith highestsensitivityamongthosewithagivenweight);theirsensitivityranksforsimilaritylevels 65% , 70% , . . . , 90% aregivenin columns 2, 3, . . . , 7,respectively.Asmentionedearlier,thetopsensitivityseedmaychangewiththesimilaritylevel p.Forinstance,the firstlineforweight11correspondstoPatternHunter'sseedwhichis thebestforsimilaritylevels 65% and 70%,secondbestfor 75%, 80%,and 85%,andonlythirdbestfor 90%.However,thedifferencesbetweenthesensitivitiesofthesetopseedsforanyofthe similaritylevelsconsideredisverysmall,acrucialobservationfor ourapproach,whichisindependentofsimilaritylevel.
ThelastcolumnofTable1givestheoverlapcomplexityrank. Inallcases,atleastonetopsensitivityseedisontopoftheoverlapcomplexityranking.Notethattheseedswiththelowestoverlap complexityareontopoftheoverlapcomplexityranking. 1  12  2  2  2  5  3  2  2  6  3  3  2  4  4  1  1  3  7  ---2  13  2  1  1  2  2  2  1  7  2  2  1  1  1  6  1  3  7  ---1  14  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  5  2  2  3  3  6  1  1  2  ----4  15  14 1  2  5  5  4  39  -5  1  1  1  1  1   16   1  9  ----11  7  1  2  6 13 20  1  -7  1  1  1  3  1  --5  2  2  1  26  1  3  ----1  17  6  1  2  4  4  5  1  --1  1  1  1  2  1  4  ----36  18  -1  1  2  3  2  1  --4  3  1  1  142 The opposite is shown in Table 2 where the highest sensitivity of the seeds with lowest overlap complexity is shown. (There may be several seeds with lowest overlap complexity.) Almost all differences are zero. The correlation between the two measures is remarkable.
We cannot make the same comparison for multiple spaced seeds since there are no optimal multiple spaced seeds known.
A POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHM
The exact algorithms for computing sensitivity are all exponential, see (Buhler et al., 2003; Keich et al., 2004; , which is expected since the problem is NP-hard (Li et al., 2006) . The one of runs in time O(nℓ2 2(ℓ−w) ), for seeds of length ℓ and weight w. The other two have running times O(nℓ 2 2 ℓ−w ) for (Keich et al., 2004) and O(nw2 ℓ−w ) for (Buhler et al., 2003) .
For multiple seeds, ) gave a dynamic programming algorithm that runs in time
, where k is the number of seeds, ℓi's are the lengths of the seeds and L = max 1≤i≤k ℓi.
Therefore, finding optimal seeds by trying all seeds of a given weight (and length) and selecting the best is computationally very expensive. In fact, it has been shown by to be NPhard for an arbitrary distribution.
Some heuristic algorithms for computing good multiple seeds are presented in (Yang. et al., 2004) and (Kong, 2007) . As with our approach, they find some measures that are well correlated with similarity but they still need to consider exponentially many seeds. We shall compare our seeds with theirs in the next section.
The heuristic algorithm we derive from our overlap complexity is very simple: compute the seed with the lowest overlap complexity. This produces very good multiple seeds but we need to consider exponentially many candidates. To reduce the complexity of this step, we shall start with a fixed seed and repeatedly modify it to improve its overlap complexity. Each improvement consists of swapping a 1 with a * as long as the overlap complexity improves. Moreover, we greedily choose a swap that produces the greatest improvement. The number of such swaps in each seed will be bounded by the weight of the seeds.
We shall say that 1 flipped is * and vice versa. For a seed s and two positions i, j, we denote by flip(s, i, j) the seed obtained from s by flipping the letters in positions i and j. For instance, flip(1 * 11 * 11, 3, 5) = 1 ** 1111. With this notation, the algorithm MULTIPLESEEDS is described in Fig. 4 . Remarkably, PatternHunter's seed is obtained by performing only 4 swaps in the algorithm MULTIPLESEEDS(11, 18); see Fig. 5 . This can be done by hand! Letusdiscussbrieflyourchoiceoftheinitialseedsinstep6. Theseareconsecutiveseedsandhaveverylowsensitivity.One wouldimaginethatstartingfromdifferentseeds,e.g.,random, wouldproducebetterresults.Somewhatunexpectedlythisdoesnot seemtobethecaseandwepreferredtokeepasimple,deterministic, andultimatelyreliablechoice.
MULTIPLESEEDS(w, k)
-given: the weight w and the number of seeds k -returns: a multiple seed S with k seeds of weight w and high sensitivity // find the length of the seeds -half are equally spaced // in the interval m..M , the others have length M 1. m = round up choose a triple (r, i, j) that reduces OC(S) the most 11.
S ← {s1, . . . , sr−1, flip(sr, i, j), sr+1, . . . , s k } 12.
swaps ← swaps + 1 13. return(S) Fig. 4 . The MULTIPLESEEDS algorithm which, given the weight and lengths of the seeds, computes a multiple seed with low overlap complexity and, therefore, high sensitivity.
intermediate seeds pairs swapped * * * * * * * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1, 12) 1 * * * * * * 1 1 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 (3, 15) 1 * 1 * * * * 1 1 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 1 (2, 9) 1 1 1 * * * * 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 1 (5, 11) 1 1 1 * 1 * * 1 * 1 * * 1 1 * 1 1 1 Itispossiblethattheswapscanbeimproved,ordonedifferently. Forinstance,wedidnotperformmorethanoneswapatthetime asthatwouldslowdownthealgorithm,evenifitwouldremain polynomial.
Note that our whole approach with overlap complexity works within fixed length for seeds. When given only a fixed weight and number of seeds, a problem we need to solve is finding a good length set of the seeds. Trying all possible lengths is impractical. We came up with a simple but efficient choice, see steps 1 to 5 in the algorithm. Essentially, we set half of the lengths equal to 25 and the other half "equally" spaced between 4w 3 and 25. (The code in lines 1 to 5 makes our choice precise.) The number 25 depends on the computer. Our tests were performed on a laptop with only 512 MB of RAM which prevented us from computing the sensitivity of longer seeds. We believe that the addition of longer seeds to some of our multiple seeds would increase the sensitivity but this needs to be tested.
Our choice of seed lengths turns out to be very good as we shall see below. However, for one seed we need to consider all lengths in an interval. In a few cases below we shall do the same for two seeds.
We have shown in the previous section good correlation between overlap complexity and sensitivity but now we compute an approximation of the overlap complexity. Still, the seeds we obtain have high sensitivity as shown in Table 3 . We give also the time required for computing each seed. Table 3 . The sensitivity of the single spaced seeds computed by MULTIP-LESEEDS compared to the optimal sensitivity for weights 9 to 18, similarity 70%, and length of random region 64. For each weight w, the best length in the interval 
(This is because the overlap complexity of two seeds is computed in time the product of their lengths and here we need only to update the pairs containing the seed sr.) If we set L = max 1≤i≤k ℓi, then the total time complexity of the MULTIPLESEEDS algorithm is O(k 3 L 2 w 2 (L − w)). If we assume that, in practice, k is bounded and L is linear in w, then it becomes O(w 5 ). Itmaybeusefultobrieflysummarizethestepsofourapproach toconstructingmultiplespacedseeds.Findingtheoptimalmultiple spacedseedforagivenweightandnumberofseedsinvolvestwo exponentialstages:(i)thereareexponentiallymanycandidateseeds and(ii)computingthesensitivityofeachrequiresexponentialtime aswell.Theexponentialat(i)hidesinfacttwoexponentials:(i.1) thereareexponentiallymanylengthssetsand(i.2)foreachlength set,thereareexponentiallymanymultipleseeds.First,weguess thelengthset(steps1-5ofMULTIPLESEEDS);thistakescareofthe exponentialat(i.1).Second,westartwithsomefixedvaluesforthe seeds(step6),andthiseliminatestheexponentialat(i.2).Finally, werepeatedlymodify(polynomiallymanytimes)thismultipleseed usingoverlapcomplexitythatiscomputableinpolynomialtimeas well.Thiswaytheexponentialat(ii)isavoided.Insteadoftesting candidateswedirectlybuildamultiplespacedseedasrequired.This istotallydifferentfrompreviousapproaches.
BETTER MULTIPLE SEEDS
We compare in this section our multiple seeds with the ones computed by other approaches. In Table 4 we compare our seeds with the best of (Yang. et al., 2004) and (Kong, 2007) . We picked the best multiple seed of (Yang. et al., 2004 ) and compared it with ours for several similarity levels. The ones of (Kong, 2007) were computed for a specific similarity level and we give the sensitivity for those. Our seeds are better for all levels. Note that our method for choosing the length set in steps 1 to 5 of the algorithm MULTIPLESEEDS worked well even for two or three seeds. Only in the second last line the lengths given by it would produce a multiple seed of slightly lower sensitivity and we had to use an interval of lengths. This is still very fast. Table 4 . Comparing the seeds computed by MULTIPLESEEDS with previous multiple seeds; first group (lines 1 to 5): best of (Yang. et al., 2004) , 8 seeds, weight 12; second group (lines 6 and 7): best of (Kong, 2007) , 3 seeds of weight 9; third group (lines 8 and 9): best of (Kong, 2007) , 2 seeds of weight 11. The similarities for which Kong's seeds were computed are given in parentheses. For the second last line, we considered the interval 16..19 for lengths.
former their sensitivity of time multiple seeds sensitivity our multiple seed (sec) (Yang. et al., 2004) The most difficult test is comparing with the multiple seeds of , the sensitivities of which were kindly provided by the authors (Li, 2007; Ma, 2007) . The multiple seed of 16 weight 11 seeds in -which is implemented in the best homology search software, PatternHunterII -took 12 days to compute greedily, that is, assuming the first i seeds are known, the (i + 1)th seed is selected by exhaustive search in a length interval so that it maximizes the sensitivity of all i + 1 seeds. Remarkably, MULTIP-LESEEDS computes a better multiple seed in 17 seconds! It is shown in Table 5 and the comparison with the one of ) is provided in columns two and three of Table 6 . The last column of Table 6 contains the sensitivity (significantly higher) of a multiple seed consisting of 32 weight 11 seeds which we computed in less than 3 minutes. The multiple seed itself is given in the Appendix.
We computed then, for the same weight 11, any number of seeds between 1 and 16 and compared their sensitivity for similarity level 70% with those of in Table 7 . We give also the time required by each computation. The multiple seeds are given in the Appendix. Note that the sensitivity of our multiple seeds with 13, 14, and 15 seeds are higher than the sensitivity of the ones of with an extra seed, that is, 14, 15, and 16 seeds, respectively. Table 5 . Our multiple seed with 16 weight 11 seeds. It was computed in 17 seconds and it has higher sensitivity than PatternHunterII's multiple seed; see Table 6 . Table 6 . The sensitivity of our multiple seed of weight 11 from Table 5 compared to that of for length of random region 64.
sensitivity of sensitivity of sensitivity of similarity the 16 seeds of our 16 seeds our 32 seeds in We should mention that the implementation of MULTIPLESEEDS is straightforward and we used the dynamic programming algorithm of for computing sensitivity. The running times can probably be improved but our focus is on fast algorithms and not on efficient implementation.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The introduction of optimal spaced seeds in (Ma et al., 2002) followed by multiple spaced seeds in revolutionized homology search. It is therefore important to compute good multiple spaced seeds fast. The optimal ones are hard to compute and research has been done for finding faster ways to compute less than optimal but still good seeds. Our approach is much faster and produces better multiple seeds than the existing ones. This was shown by comparing our results with the best previous ones.
We believe that the dramatic improvement brought by our approach allows looking at multiple seeds in a different way, beyond the improvement in homology search simply due to better multiple seeds. So far, as computing good multiple spaced seeds was a very time-consuming task, the seeds were first computed and then Table 7 . The sensitivity of our multiple seeds with i seeds, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, of weight 11, compared to that of for similarity 70% and length of random region 64. The ones for i ≥ 3 are computed by the algorithm MULTIPLESEEDS as given whereas for i = 1, 2 an interval for lengths was considered.
i sensitivity of sensitivity of time to number the first i seeds of i seeds compute of seeds hard-coded in the homology search software. With our approach testing of many seeds for a given purpose becomes possible. Also, the swapping technique we used for fast improvement of overlap complexity may be useful for fast improvement of other, specific, properties as well. While our experimental results are very good, the theory to support them needs development. Problems include proving guarantees for the correlation between overlap complexity and sensitivity, finding bounds on the approximation ratio of our heuristic algorithm and approximating the number of swaps needed. (The bound we set for the number of swaps in the algorithm was never reached in practice.) On one hand, these theoretical questions are not easy to solve and they are not essential for the practical aspect of our study; wesimplybuildbettermultiplespacedseedsthanallpreviousones usingamuchfasteralgorithm.Ontheotherhand,theymaybring new ideas to further improve our approach.
From practical point of view, the best way of using the overlap complexity is an open problem and should be further investigated. Also the way the lengths are computed could be improved. As mentioned, this is computer dependent in our case. We plan to make more experiments on a computer with a larger RAM. However, all these improvement, important as they might be, are most likely to be incremental, nowhere near the dramatic improvement presented here.
